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Development and deployment of
an adaptive national elementary
reading screening test

Bente Rigmor Walgermo*, Njål Foldnes, Per Henning Uppstad,

Arild Michel Bakken and Kjersti Lundetræ

National Reading Centre, University of Stavanger, Stavanger, Norway

Increasingly over the past decade, there has been a demand of more
thorough documentation of the quality of reading assessments. Yet, available
documentation of high-quality measures are often restricted to general
framework descriptions providing psychometric information as a token of test
quality. In a modern view of validity, understanding what is being measured and
how scores are calculated is a prerequisite for good interpretation and use of
test scores. The present article aims to document the research and development
process of a national adaptive screening test for reading di�culties, in which
the envisioned interpretation and use of test scores is guiding the work. Given
the mandatory nature of this test the sample consist of 49,828 third grade
students aged 8. Significant outcomes from this design process involve detailed
information on: (a) choice of sub-tests and item formats, (b) selection of high
quality items, (c) choice and design of adaptive model, and finally, a statement
on the challenges that are still to bemet for such a test to function optimally. The
present paper is among the first to, in an open and detailed manner, describe the
development process as well as qualities and challenges of an adaptive reading
screening test for students of this young age.
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1 Introduction

Reading is a fundamental skill that underpins central facets of academic achievement

and societal participation. Accurate and comprehensive assessment of an individual’s

reading abilities is imperative for effective educational interventions. In this, mandatory

screening tests play an important role in supporting teachers’ identification of students

that need intensive reading intervention. And as the use of standardized tests in education

has increased worldwide, a demand for more thorough documentation of the quality of

reading assessments has been put forward (Evers et al., 2013; Arnesen et al., 2019). Arnesen

et al. (2019) suggest that the absence of documentation is due to a lack of expectation from

society and end users that assessment quality should be explicitly stated: “As an example, for

mandatory national tests and assessments, this information exists only as internal documents

or technical reports. Consequently, important information about the assessments’ quality is

hidden from the end-users for some instruments, while it is communicated for others” (p.

485). While this quest still awaits fulfilment, the assessment field is rapidly developing.

Traditional reading assessments often utilize fixed, linear tests, providing a

static evaluation of an individual’s reading capabilities. However, these one-size-

fits-all approaches may not capture the nuanced and diverse specter of reading,
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leading to imprecise measurements and potentially inappropriate

instructional practices. Recognizing this limitation, there is a

growing interest for developing adaptive reading tests that tailor

assessment experiences based on the test-taker’s responses, allowing

for a more personalized evaluation of the individual test taker.

Adaptive assessments can measure more precisely, if they present

students with items that are optimally informative for the estimated

skill level of that particular student. This enhanced precision may

be converted into a shorter test time, which would make for a

better test experience, especially for the struggling readers. Test

experience could also be enhanced qualitatively by adaptive testing,

as the items the student is asked to solve are more adapted to

their skill level. This pertains in particular to struggling readers,

who would get easier items than in linear tests and thereby

experience more mastery. Adaptivity clearly has much to commend

it in assessments for struggling readers. However, the increasing

provision of adaptive assessments is posing new demands on

documentation and transparency. Illustrative for this demand is the

debate related to the former mandatory national Danish adaptive

tests (Bundsgaard and Puck, 2016). Central to the termination of

the Danish tests was uncertainty and discontent related to a general

lack of transparency about how the test was made, what the content

was, how the algorithms worked, and accordingly how valid the test

scores were (Flarup, 2020)—i.e., a typical black box-problem, also

relevant in other fields using AI based assessment (Brożek et al.,

2023).

To provide meaningful feedback and support to students,

both teachers and teacher educators need to understand how

assessment decisions are made. If the algorithms used for scoring

or grading are opaque, it becomes challenging for educators

to explain or justify assessment results to students, parents

and other stakeholders (Farrow, 2023). This is in particular

problematic for adaptive tests used for educational purposes

in classrooms, where the traditional, physical test material is

dematerialized into algorithms and digital systems (Jiao et al.,

2023), and where the human test administrator is replaced by

the computer.

In Denmark, the black box-problem can be said to have

rendered Danish policy makers and even researchers incapable

of having a constructive, critical debate on the issue (see e.g.,

Andersen et al., 2019; Flarup, 2020), leading up to a polarized

situation of pro et con. In Wales, National digital, adaptive

assessments are less debated—all children aged 7–14 undertake

mandatory formative personalized tests in reading, procedural

numeracy and numerical reasoning. The digital Welsh adaptive

tests were developed in close dialogue with the Danish test

developers, from their hands-on experience, and could therefore

be considered second generation adaptive tests. Although the

Welsh tests are reported to function well according to teachers’

experiences with using the tests in classrooms, no scientific

open documentation of their construction and functioning exist.

New, extensive documentation is likely needed to inform and

advance a constructive debate about digital adaptive assessment

in society. A token of validity is however that the test developers

of the Welsh adaptive tests, Alphaplus, won the EEA (E-

Assessment Award, hosted by the E-assessment Association) for

best use of formative assessment for the Welch adaptive tests

in 2020.

The purpose of the new Screening of Reading Difficulties

addressed in the present study is to support teachers in identifying

students who need extra follow-up in reading. The quality of such a

test is closely tied to its validity, i.e., “the degree to which evidence

and theory supports the interpretation of test scores for proposed

uses of test scores” (AERA et al., 2014, p. 1). This definition of

validity emphasizes that the concept exceeds the boundaries of the

test itself. Stressing the difficulty in obtaining this level of quality,

Kane (2015) states that potential scenarios for interpretation

and use of test scores should be highlighted systematically even

before the development of a test starts. In order to follow this

recommendation, prior to the current test development, Walgermo

et al. (2021) stated challenges in the actual interpretation and

use scenario based on experiences with interpretation and use

of past generation linear tests. They highlighted the following

challenges: (a) past generation screening tests had unintended

negative consequences for classroom practices, e.g., items intended

only to raise teachers’ awareness of difficulties with reading became

subject to rote learning, (b) test scores were often incorrectly

interpreted, for example, high scores were taken as a sign of high

skill, an interpretation not warranted by the test because of its

ceiling effect, (c) the test had a disproportionate duration and

difficulty (too short and easy for the students not at risk, too long

and difficult for the at-risk students), leading to a negative test

taker experience, (d) the fixed time window for taking the test was

considered rigid by many teachers, as instructional practices and

progress differ largely, and (e) teachers had a high threshold for

acting upon test scores, due to a lack of resources or knowledge

about how to help struggling readers. In summing up the scenario

for interpretation and use, Walgermo et al. (2021) point to the

need of using “all means available to gear a new test concept to the

original purpose of the test” (p. 8) namely identifying the students

most at risk of struggling with reading. The question is then how the

test can be constructed in a manner that increases the probability

that the results will be interpreted and used in accordance with this

purpose.

The present paper aims to communicate in detail the research

and development process of a new national adaptive screening

of reading difficulties. The test was deployed as mandatory for

all Norwegian third graders and carried out at a national level

from autumn 2022 (October). As emphasized above, the current

initiative offers transparency for all stakeholders with interests in

the measurement of students’ skills. The scientific contribution

resides in detailed step-by-step information to test developers

worldwide who intend moving into the field of adaptive testing for

young students, but lack opportunities to learn from choices made

by other test developers. Accordingly, we first present the rationale

for the new test, the construct of reading and which aspects of the

construct are measured. Next, we describe the choice of adaptive

model and the operational tests. We discuss data from the first

deployment of the test, including the responses of 49,828 students.

Finally, we discuss the challenges and dilemmas that remain.

2 Background for the new test

The present screening test replaces a past generation reading

screening tool with roots back to the early 1990s and later versions
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of these (Engen, 1999; Tønnessen and Solheim, 1999). The old

tools came as a response to teachers’ request for material that could

support their identification of struggling readers, and obtained the

status of a mandatory national screening test from year 2000 and

onward (Ministry of Church and Research, 2000). As mentioned

above, the design of the new test builds on a review of challenges

concerning the old, where the following aspects are emphasized

in the development: (a) to bring the test up to date with current

theories of reading (and writing), (b) preference for sub-tests that

have documented longitudinal prediction, (c) the acknowledgment

of teachers’ needs, interpretations and uses of screening tests, (d)

an expressed need for a shorter and more precise test, and (e)

to support and maintain the students’ engagement for reading

(Walgermo et al., 2021). Central to the development has been

a recent extension of the purpose of assessment in the national

assessment regulations stating that the purpose of assessment in

the subjects is to promote learning and contribute to the desire

to learn during instruction, and also to provide information about

competence both during and at the end of instruction. While this

change does not mean that all evaluation has to lead to a desire

to learn, it emphasizes that the way assessment is conducted will

have an impact on the students’ motivation, self-beliefs (Walgermo

and Uppstad, 2023), and interest for further learning related to

the subject. This is particularly important for struggling readers,

for whom experiences of mastery—or lack of the same—in the

assessment situation is likely to have greater impact on their

reader self-concept than would be the case for students who are

accustomed to master the reading challenges they face (Bandura,

1997). As mentioned, making the test adaptive can increase the

sense of mastery of struggling readers, by ensuring that they are

presented with easier items, but also by shortening the test. The new

tests will therefore be adaptive tests. The Directorate for Education

and Training did not agree to the development of an item-level

adaptive test (traditionally known as computerized adaptive testing

or CAT), but permitted the researchers to develop a multistage

test (MST). An MST consists of preassembled modules of items

presented in different stages, and is only adaptive after each stage,

not after each item.

As Norway has twomutually comprehensible written languages

(bokmål and nynorsk), two versions of the test were developed

in parallel. For the old screening test, the nynorsk version was

obtained by a translation from bokmål. In the new test, the final

design is based on pilots in separate samples for the two written

language forms. Quality requirements state that the items and their

distractors have to function optimally in both language norms. The

current solution gives us two original tests of high quality, instead

of one master test in bokmål and an additional translated test in

nynorsk.

The new national screening test contains sub-tests that have

documented prediction on later reading skills (Walgermo et al.,

2021). Interestingly, it is the sub-tests that are closest to reading

per se that are shown to have the highest predictive value. As

reading researchers, we consider this to be important and of

positive value, as a test containing measures of actual reading is

likely to guide the teachers’ awareness more directly toward the

act of reading, instead of a focus toward more atomized, theorized

aspects of processes involved in reading (e.g., blending and first

phoneme isolation tasks). Several decades ago Madaus and Keillor

(1988) stated that “it is testing, not the ‘official stated curriculum,

that is increasingly determining what is taught, how it is taught,

what is learned, and how it is learned”. This points to so-called

“washback” effects, defined by Messick (1996) in the context of

language testing as “the extent to which the introduction and use

of a test influences language teachers and learners to do things they

would not otherwise do that promote or hinder language learning”.

Messick (1996) further stated that washback only is problematic

when construct validity is threatened: “in the case of language

testing, the assessment should include authentic and direct samples

of the communicative behaviours of listening, speaking, reading

and writing of the language being learnt. Ideally, the move from

learning exercises to test exercises should be seamless. As a

consequence, for optimal positive ‘washback there should be little if

any difference between activities involved in learning the language

and activities involved in preparing for the test.” Messick (1989)

also introduced a validity framework where validity was seen as

a judgment of how appropriate inferences and actions based on

test scores were. It was this “unified model of validity” that Kane

(2013) later re-framed in a more practical sense as argument-based

validity, proposing the interpretation and use of the test scores by

stakeholders as the most important aspect of a test’s validity.

3 Choice of sub-tests and item
formats

When choosing sub-tests and item formats we have aimed to

minimize the young students extraneous cognitive load derived

from instructions and task design (Hollender et al., 2010). Efforts

were made to ensure that the tasks were as user friendly and

intuitive (Lehnert et al., 2022) as possible for the age group within

the given digital interface.

The skill of reading is an entity that is best reflected in

reading fluency. The performance of a skill can be characterized

as a flexible combination of automaticity and awareness, in which

more complex parts of the text are read with greater awareness—

and effort—than less complex parts. In this perspective reading

fluency is best defined as “thinking one’s way through a text without

the written medium obstructing one’s thought” (Tønnessen and

Uppstad, 2015). In order to read with fluency, the student has to

understand the text. Fluency therefore implies understanding, and

can serve as an indicator for a more general reading competence

(Fuchs et al., 2001). The four subtests included in the present

adaptive screening of reading difficulties can be traced as having

impact on the extent to which the student is able to read with

fluency:

• word reading

• vocabulary (linguistic comprehension)

• word writing (spelling)

• reading comprehension of sentences and short texts

These aspects of reading have been chosen by the fact that

they tell us more about later reading skills than other aspects.

Walgermo et al. (2021) document that sub-tests in past generation
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FIGURE 1

Examples of a all vocabulary tasks included in the screening test: Format (A) “Click in the picture,” Format (B) “Find the right picture”, Format (C)
“More isolated synonym tasks,” and Format (D) “Synonym tasks with more context”.

tests measuring reading processes beneath word level (blending,

isolated letter knowledge, first phoneme isolation) had small or

no predictive value from first grade unto third grade. Rather, it

was the sub-tests word reading, writing (spelling) and reading

comprehension (sentence reading) that predicted difficulties of

reading in third grade in particular. One could therefore say that

the focus of sub-skills in the old screening tests either are less

important than was assumed when the test was crafted or have

gained lower prediction, as early literacy skills have increased due

to a change to an earlier onset of reading instruction. In this test,

actual reading (word reading, sentence reading, and text reading)

constituted most of of the assessment. In addition, we investigated

spelling, as it is a well-known predictor of reading difficulties

(Graham et al., 2021), and vocabulary, as it predicts later reading

comprehension (Quinn et al., 2015). On these empirical grounds,

the current screening test in reading contains formats of reading

(word reading, sentence reading and text reading), spelling and

vocabulary, putting aside sub-tests from the old tests related to

analysis of sounds and underlying processes. These changes are also

intended to have beneficial effects in guiding teachers’ awareness

toward actual reading, instead of the focus on underlying processes

that demands a much deeper theoretical understanding from the

teacher in order to translate into good classroom practice. The

vocabulary sub-test is included to measure aspects of the students’

linguistic comprehension. In the following, we will describe the

chosen formats in more detail.

3.1 Item formats targeting vocabulary
(linguistic comprehension)

Our knowledge of words and language develops incrementally

(Nagy et al., 2000; Alexander, 2005). Consequently, in order to

measure the students’ linguistic comprehension at different levels,

we have developed and piloted three different item formats ranging

from identification of common everyday words/items in a picture

to more nuances knowledge of synonyms. All vocabulary formats

are presented to the students with sound support. This is important

for these tasks to measure language comprehension per se, and not

reading skill.

3.1.1 Item format 1A: click in the picture
This format measures a fundamental understanding of

everyday concepts like for instance “boat,” “ball,” “beach.” A voice

tells the students to click on a specific item in the picture. Also,
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some tasks address prepositions, e.g., “Click on the bird on the

boat”, “the crab under the jetty” (see Figure 1A).

3.1.2 Item format 1B: choose the right picture
Here the student is presented with four pictures representing

words that are somehow related when it comes to meaning, e.g.,

“rocking horse,” “rocking chair,” “hammock,” and “wheelchair” (see

Figure 1B). A voice tells them what item to click on.

3.1.3 Item format 1C and 1D: find the words that
have the same meaning

Within this format nuances of students’ word knowledge is

measured using two different synonym tasks: one variant where

the target word appears isolated (see Figure 1C), and one second

variant where the key word appears in context, in a short sentence

(see Figure 1D). A voice tells the students what item to click on. The

target item and distractors are also read aloud to the student. While

isolated synonym tasks have been questioned in the assessment

literature over the past decades (Pearson et al., 2007), mainly due

to theories embracing the value of context, recent findings point to

their validity in assessment (Walgermo et al., in review).

3.2 Item formats targeting word reading

A prerequisite for fluent reading is stable and automatized

decoding skills at word level. In supporting struggling readers, it

is considered necessary that the instructor models and explains to

the students’ different strategies for reading words (Ehri, 2015).

Reading words involve recognition of written words based in the

alphabetical principle. The notion of word reading is reflected in

three different competence aims after 2nd grade in the Norwegian

curriculum, i.e., (a) play with rhyme and rhythm and listen to

identify the various speech sounds and syllables in words, (b)

combine letter sounds into words when reading and writing, and

(c) explore and talk about the structure and meaning of words and

expressions.

Students’ word reading skills develop rapidly over the first

years in school. Results from a longitudinal research project

including 5,000 Norwegian primary school students (Solheim et al.,

2018) show a large diversity in 3rd graders’ (8-year-olds) word

reading skills. The variation at this point is related to degree

of automatized word reading. Consequently, the current subtest

measures word reading skills in the span from synthesizing sounds

to form words, to rapid and accurate automatic recognition of

words. This led us to include two different tasks in the current

screening test, tasks both with permanent and timed stimuli (see

Figure 2).

3.2.1 Item format 2A: word reading (decoding)
with permanent stimuli

In the early phases of reading development, students acquire

knowledge that enables them to decode words. Word decoding

requires knowledge of the letters, to associate written symbols with

their corresponding sounds, and to synthesize these sounds into

FIGURE 2

Examples of both word reading items included in the reading test.
From the top: format (A), item with permanent (not-timed) stimulus:
“tent” (telt). The figure further shows, format (B), “day” (dag). The first
and second part of a word reading task with timed stimulus. In these
tasks the target words are visualized with di�erent time slots: 2
seconds, 1 second, 500 milliseconds or 200 milliseconds. Stimulus
words are presented and disappear permanently before four
response alternatives are presented. The student is supposed to
re-find the target word among the four alternatives.

(meaningful) words. This skill is measured with the format Word

reading (decoding)—with permanent stimuli. In this item format,

a picture is presented to the student during the time it takes to

respond. This format is also supported with a sound file that is

optional for the students to take advantage of, ensuring that the

student will not be uncertain concerning what the target word is

(see Figure 2A).

3.2.2 Item format 2B: word reading (recognition)
- with timed stimuli

By decoding the same words several times in different

contexts, the students develop word recognition skills. This

involves knowledge of parts of words (e.g., frequently occurring

letter combinations) as well as automatic recognition of letter

patterns of whole words (Adams, 1994). Word specific knowledge

renders the students capable of recognizing words rapidly and

accurately—without performing a phonological synthesis. In this

way the students’ word reading skills get automatized. This

automatized word reading skill is measured with the format Word

reading (recognition)—with timed stimuli from the Adaptvurder-

project (Bakken et al., 2023) developed by Rønneberg et al. (in

review).

A limitation to both word reading formats is that the they

do not render information on whether the students have gained

access to the meaning of the words tested. The items therefore only

primarily measure whether the students map the written word with

the spoken word (see Figure 2B).
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FIGURE 3

In the first picture, the student is introduced to the spelling format: “Hi, this is Olaf who is soon celebrating his birthday. He is very exited about it. Can
you help Olaf write a wish list?” The second picture display an actual task: “Hammock” (hengekøye)—write “Hammock”.

3.3 Item format targeting word writing
(spelling)

Piloting indicates that students find traditional spelling

tasks, i.e., the writing of a word out of context, demotivating.

Acknowledging that students’ motivation for writing is dependent

on the writing task (Alves-Wold et al., 2023, 2024) and also in

accordance with state-of-the-art? theories of reading and writing,

the spelling format in the present test builds on the view that

reading and writing are acts of communication (Tønnessen and

Uppstad, 2015) and that this element of communication is the

motivational driving force in the learning and exercise of these

skills. Consequently, in this item format, students are given a

clear purpose for their word writing, they are asked to help a

boy—Olaf—in writing a wish-list. The students get to see an

illustration of a boy in his room, and in a thought bubble

Olaf ’s wish appears as a picture. The student is then asked

to write Olaf ’s wish. These word writing (spelling) items are

automatically supported with sound, i.e., the spoken word to be

written is given alongside the picture of what is to be written (see

Figure 3).

3.4 Item formats targeting reading
comprehension

In order to measure accurately—as well as securing mastery

for the lowest performing readers - the reading comprehension

sub-test involves two formats: a format of sentence reading and

a format assessing text comprehension. While reading is an

interpretive skill, we here measure the product of interpretation,

i.e., comprehension (Tønnessen and Uppstad, 2015; Walgermo

et al., 2021).

3.4.1 Item format 4A: sentence reading
For the lowest performing readers, the test assigns reading

comprehension items that include only one or a few sentences.

This task is important in order to measure with precision in

the lower end of the performance scale, but also to ensure that

the poorest readers will experience a sense of mastery when

taking the test. This format is inspired by formats in two Danish

reading tests, i.e., SL 60 and SL 40 (Nielsen et al., 1986) (see

Figure 4A).

3.4.2 Item format 4B: reading of authentic texts
In this format, the emphasis is on using authentic and

motivating texts. As for the sentence reading format, the

consideration for the lowest performing students (i.e., the target

group) is essential. An increased number of short texts has therefore

been included, at the cost of longer and more complex texts.

The texts included are all piloted in dialogue with students in

the target group. While so-called item writers are much used

in the field, i.e., writers composing short text items on the

basis of a prescribed scheme, all text included in the present

screening are either authentic texts chosen because of their
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FIGURE 4

Item examples: Format (A), Sentence reading “Click on the picture that best describes the text”. Format (B), Reading of authentic texts: “Read the text
and answer the questions”.

qualities or high quality literary texts developed specifically

for the test by acknowledged children’s book authors (see

Figure 4B).

3.5 Instructions and learning environment

Prior to the annual deployment of the screening test, digital

example tasks are made available for parents and teachers in

order to prepare the students for the test. The test was carried

out in the students’ respective classrooms with their teacher

introducing them to the test and modeling the example tasks

prior to the test. The test was carried out on the students’

personal Chromebook or IPad. All students used headphones while

carrying out the test. In addition, short example items are provided

within the test itself every time a new task type is introduced to

the students.

3.6 The Norwegian school context

In Norway children start formal reading instruction when they

enter school in August the year they turn six years. Prior to

school start 97% of Norwegian children attend the barnehage where

literacy skills are promoted through different playlike activities

largely driven by the children’s own initiatives. The Norwegian

language holds a semi-transparent orthography somewhere in

between English and Finnish when it comes to orthographic depth

(Seymour et al., 2003).

4 Designing the adaptive screening of
reading di�culties

4.1 Pilots—Timeline and procedure

Prior to the full deployment, the screening of reading difficulties

were piloted in two rounds. First a linear pilot was carried out

for item quality estimations. Second, a pilot with the purpose of

testing out the adaptive model was conducted (see Figure 5 for a

timeline). Given that the test is mandatory for all Norwegian third

graders (from October 2022), the linear pilot was administrated

in September 2021. The pilot data were rapidly analyzed and the

adaptive model constructed to be piloted in November 2021.

4.1.1 The first linear pilot, with the purpose of
obtaining IRT quality specifications

Initially a large number of items for the four sub-tests were

developed by reading researchers. Then all items were distributed

into 16 different digital booklets (eight for each of the two different

Norwegian written language norms, Nynorsk and Bokmål). Each

booklet consisted of a total of 138 items, resulting in a total

of over 2200 piloted items in spelling, vocabulary, word reading

and reading comprehension. According to recommendations for

sound IRT-calibration, we had an overlap in items between the

booklets of 25%. Each third-grade students that took part in this

pilot carried out two different booklets within a two-week period

during September 2021.These booklets were linear, meaning that

all participating students were presented with identical items in
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FIGURE 5

Timeline showing phases in developing the adaptive screening of reading di�culties within national representative samples, including the first full
deployment.

identical order. The tests were carried out on students’ personal

computers (Chromebook or iPad).

Item parameters were obtained using a pilot sample of

a total of 1,762 third graders, see Figure 5. The number of

students that carried out each booklet varied from 214 to

514. The sample of students stemmed from small and large

schools from urban and rural areas from every municipality in

the country.

Item characteristics were estimated using two-parameter item

response theory (IRT) (De Ayala, 2022), where each item is

associated with a difficulty and a discrimination parameter. This

model is among the most widely used IRT models. The purpose

of the screening test was to identify the 20% poorest performing

students, a task that do not require a very high level of measurement

precision in itself. The two-parameter model was therefore

considered convenient for the purpose. The difficulty parameter

is located on the same scale as the student ability estimate. This

scale comprises both negative and positive values and student

ability scores are assumed to be standard normally distributed.

A difficulty parameter of, e.g., 0 is interpreted as a probability

of 0.5 of getting the item right for a student with ability 0. The

second item parameter measures the discriminatory power of the

item, i.e., the extent to which the item can discriminate between

low and high ability students. The higher the discrimination, the

more informative the item is considered to be. IRT calibration was

done in R (R Core Team, 2020) with the use of the package mirt

(Chalmers, 2012).

Plots of the item parameters for each subtest are provided in

Figure 6, with associated summary statistics given in Table 1.

4.1.2 Piloting of the adaptive model
In November 2021 the adaptive MST-model was piloted. Four

hundred and six students undertook the test.

4.2 Specifying the MST

A simple six-module Multistage testing (MST) design was

adopted, as depicted in Figure 7, where each module consists of

four to six items with roughly the same degree of difficulty within

each module. For each of the six modules (M1-M6) a difficulty level

is defined. Each module is constructed from items whose difficulty

is close to the nominal difficulty level prescribed for the module.

That is, for each module we choose items in our item pool whose

difficulties come close to the prespecified difficulty level, while at the

same time maximizing item discrimination. Under such conditions

the sum score, i.e., the number of correct responses in the module,

is a sufficiently precise measure for the students’ skill level. We

therefore use sum score as our skill measure rather than more

advanced IRT measures such as MLE or EAP, as these are highly

correlated with the sum score under the current design. Another

reason for using sum scores was a more pragmatic one. Our license

with the system provider for delivering the MST did not include

IRT estimation.

In sum, all participating students (N = 49,828) carried out a

total of 68 items, distributed on all four sub-tests. The average time

for carrying out the 68 tasks in the test was 20 min. No students

worked with the tasks for longer than 35 min before finishing

the test. Additionally, all students watched four instruction videos

lasting for a total of 3 min.

All students start the test by completing the same initial module

M1 (“Easy items”) comprised of items with fairly low difficulty.

Then, based on the obtained sum score s1 students are routed in

stage 2 to either moduleM2 (“Easier items”) if s1 < t1, or to module

M3 (“More difficult items”) if s1 ≥ t1. The same routing logic is

applied at modules M2 and M3, leading students to one of three

modules M4 − M6 in the final stage. The generic MST design was

the same for all four sub-tests, so in the following we focus our

presentation on the word reading sub-test. We next describe item

selection and threshold calibration. Detailed information of item
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FIGURE 6

Item calibration: IRT parameters for each calibrated item in four subtests.

TABLE 1 Item calibration: size and IRT parameter summaries for the item

pool in four subtests.

Subtest Number
of items

Mean
di�culty

Mean
discrimination

Reading

comprehension

122 -0.38 1.37

Spelling 46 −0.43 1.69

Vocabulary 177 −1.08 1.13

Word reading 425 −0.84 1.54

selection and threshold calibration for the sub-tests of Vocabulary,

Word reading and Reading comprehension can be obtained by

contacting the authors. Due to the fact that spelling tasks are more

effortful and time consuming to perform—in particular for the

struggling students—we had to include fewer spelling items in this

sub-test compared to the other subtest.

4.2.1 Word reading MST: designing the first
version

Each of the six modules corresponds to a prespecified difficulty

level. Referring to Figure 7, we see that the start module consists

of relatively easy items. The ideal difficulty level for these items

was chosen to be −1. Also, the increment between modules was

chosen to be 0.4, which means that items in M2 have difficulties

close to −1.4, and items in M3 have difficulties close to −0.6,

see Figure 8. Furthermore, in stage three the ideal item difficulties

were−1.8,−1, and−0.2 for modulesM4,M5, andM6, respectively.

For each module, we identified from the item pool six items

with difficulty close to the specified difficulty level, with as large

discrimination value as possible. The resulting item difficulties

are plotted in Figure 6. As we can see, the item difficulties in

a given module are approximately centered around the ideal

difficulties. In Table 2 show mean and standard deviations of

item difficulties and discriminations across the six modules for

word reading.

The next step in MST specification was to calibrate the

threshold values t1 − t3. These thresholds determine which stage

3 module a test taker is routed to. To simplify the calibration of

thresholds and help better understand the MST we also included

in our analysis thresholds t4 − t6 for the stage 3 modules. These

threshold were used to introduce a more fine-grained grouping of

test takers into four levels. The four levels are labeled risk, low,

medium and high. We remark that most students ended up in

the medium and high groups, so these label names are only used

for convenience to express the ordering of levels. The risk group

consisted of individuals who scored below the threshold (s4 < t4)

inM4. To be classified in the low group, a student could take three

possible paths:M1 → M2 → M4 : s4 ≥ t4,M1 → M2 → M5 : s5 <

t5, and M1 → M3 → M5 : s5 ≥ t5. The medium group consists of

test takers that scored at least t5 onM5 and those that scored below

t6 onM6. The remaining test takers are labeled as high performers,

and these are students who scored at least the threshold value at all

stages. Although the grouping of test takers into four performative

groups was not part of our mandate, we found it useful when
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FIGURE 7

Generic design for MST. The number of items in each module, and the thresholds values, may vary for each subtest.

FIGURE 8

The di�culties of items in the word reading MST.

thinking about MSTs. In addition, in future implementations it

may be useful to furnish teachers with a similar, more fine-grained

assessment beyond the risk vs. no-risk dichotomy.

The calibration was conducted by an exhaustive search among

plausible threshold sets. In each iteration, we fixed thresholds t1 to

t6 and then calculated the proportion of test takers ending up in the

four subgroups, looking for settings where the risk and low groups

comprised ∼20% of test takers. These calculations relied on IRT-

deduced probabilities and on carefully enumerating the possible

paths throughout theMST that leads to each category. For instance,

to end up in the low group, three trajectories are possible

• M1 : < t1 → M2 : < t2 → M4 : ≥ t4
• M1 : < t1 → M2 : ≥ t2 → M5 : < t5
• M1 : ≥ t1 → M3 : < t3 → M5 : < t5.

The probability of each of these paths was calculated for each

value of test-taker true ability θ and summed up. Then the overall

proportion of “low” may be calculated by integrating over all θ . To

exemplify, let us assume at test taker with ability θ = −1 takes

the MST, where all thresholds have been set to 4, except t4 = 5.

The probability for each of the paths above may then be calculated

using basic probability calculus derived from the IRT parameters,

yielding 0.180, 0.395, and 0.152. Hence the total probability that

a θ = −1 student ends up in the low group is 0.727. The full

probability model for the four groups, i.e., the probability of being

classified into each of the four groups as a function of the skill level

θ is shown in Figure 9.

The proportion of students ending up in the low group is then

obtained by integrating overall test-taker θ values. If this is done,

for the given threshold values, the calculations yield that the risk,
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low, medium, and high proportions are 8.7, 14, 26.2, and 50.9%,

respectively. Given that we want to screen for the lowest 20%

percentile, we decided that ending up in the risk or low (8.7+ 14%)

groups could indicate screening status.

It is important to note that these theoretical calculations

are only approximately correct when benchmarked against

a future real-world test administration if (A) The IRT-

model is approximately correct, e.g., latent trait normality,

unidimensionality and local independence must hold; and (B)

the population of future test-takers is identical to the population

which was sampled during the initial pilot study. Importantly, this

latter condition may not hold if test administration for the pilot

occurred at a different time of the academic year compared to the

time interval in the final test administration.

From an American context Guthrie (2004) reports that at least

10–15% of students have not established the basic oral reading

fluency needed to read texts that are common in the beginning of

3rd grade. This number confirms that a cut off at 20% is reasonable

for including students that need extra follow-up in order to develop

sufficient reading skills.

4.2.2 Piloting the proposed word reading MST
The proposed MST design was piloted in November 2021, with

N = 406 test takers. As shown in Figure 10, there was a large

discrepancy between the perceived difficulty levels of items at the

two test occasions. This is a somewhat surprising finding that may

partially be explained by the fact that the item calibration pilot

was conducted at an earlier stage (August/September) than the

TABLE 2 Mean value for item di�culty and discrimination for modules in

word reading MST.

Module 1 2 3 4 5 6

Difficulty −0.90 −1.31 −0.63 −1.71 −0.90 −0.21

Discrimination 3.07 2.20 3.23 2.05 2.11 2.32

MST (November/December). Hence, students were generally not

as proficient in reading when taking the pilot, compared to the

students who took theMST threemonths later. It was uniformly the

case that during the MST pilot, the items were easier than during

the original IRT pilot. For instance, the first item in the start module

was scored correctly by 75% of the test takers in the original IRT

pilot, while this item was scored correctly by 87% of the test takers

during MST piloting. The discrepancy in item difficulty across the

two test occasions resulted in fewer test takers scoring below the

thresholds than being expected. Very few students were routed to

the the two more easy modules in the last stage, see Figure 11.

Given that the MST pilot results indicated that the test was

easier than we initially expected when designing the MST, we

decided to shift the final cutoff for screening. That is, we decided

to put more trust in the empirical MST pilot results than in our

initial theoretical calculations underlying the MST construction.

Therefore, we decided to flag test-takers as at-risk if they were

not routed to the hardest module at stage 3, or if they were

routed to the hardest module, but answered correctly on less

than three of the six items in this module. This cutoff was

chosen so that ∼20% of the test-takers were deemed at-risk in the

MST pilot.

4.2.3 Deployment of word reading MST as a
national screening test

The word reading MST was deployed to n = 49, 828 test

takers. The results are illustrated in Figure 12. We see that in

this large-sample deployment the test flow is largely as expected

from the pilot MST, and that the chosen cutoff for at-risk status

performed well. In the figure we also depict the percentages

of test-takers for each possible number of correct answers in

the final module by horizontal bars. We see, e.g., that almost

31% of test takers were were routed to the hardest module in

the last stage and made no errors in that module. The cut-

off of correctly answering at least three items in this hardest

module resulted in 19.1% of test takers being flagged as at-risk

(100−30.6−24.6−16.3−9.4 = 19.1).

FIGURE 9

Word reading. Probability of being associated with group, as a function of skill level θ .
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FIGURE 10

Percentage correct for the six items in start module for Word
reading MST. Pilot refers to the original item calibration results. MST
refers to the MST pilot.

5 Report formats, teachers’ guidance
material and students’ experiences
with undertaking the test

5.1 Reporting of results to teachers

How students’ performance is reported to teachers plays a

crucial role for the interpretation and use of the test results—

and is consequently a cornerstone for the test’s overall validity

(Kane, 2013). After the students have completed the test, teachers

get immediate feedback concerning which students’ performance

are considered to indicate that the student is at risk of reading

difficulties (see Figure 13). Norwegian Directorate for Education

and training have decided that results exclusively are displayed for

students categorized to be at risk and in need of follow up. From

the ministry’s perspective this is done to align the presentation

of results with the purpose of the test, namely aiding teachers in

identifying students who lag behind in reading.

The digital display gives the teacher descriptive information

regarding number of correct and incorrect responses relative to

the four subtests (vocabulary, spelling, word reading, and reading

comprehension). Only results for the students who are found to

be at risk are displayed. In addition, detailed information of the

performance of the at-risk students is only given for the subtests

in which the students scored within the follow-up area. For the

sake of argument-based validity (Kane, 2013), the presentation of

test scores and follow-up material in the screening test aims to

provide an easily accessible—and even intuitive—description of

how teachers go from score to intervention.

5.2 Guidance material

The follow-up material for the current reading screening tests

follow principles from the research-based program for struggling

readers CORI (Concept-Oriented Reading Instruction) (Guthrie,

2004). The central aim of this material is to guide the teachers

in how to tutor the students through their obstacles in reading

while enabling them to interpret meaningful texts. In these follow-

up sessions, efforts to trigger and maintain students’ motivation

are crucial both when it comes to students’ self-efficacy and

reading interest. This practice is in accordance with recent research

indicating that these motivational factors develop reciprocally in

concert with reading skill (Chapman et al., 2000; Morgan and

Fuchs, 2007; Walgermo et al., 2018; Toste et al., 2020).

A key point in all reading interventions for students who

struggle with reading or are reluctant readers, is to provide the

students with engaging texts that trigger their situational interest.

Many such triggers of situational interest will in time develop into

more stable individual interest for reading (Renninger and Hidi,

2015). And students who are interested in and have a positive

attitude toward reading tend to become more skilled readers

(Petscher, 2010). In the current follow-up material acknowledged

authors and illustrators have developed new high quality texts

that target interest and level of difficulty for struggling 8-year-old

readers. Each text is available in three levels of difficulty in order to

give the whole range of struggling readers a sense of mastery when

working with the texts. Figure 14 displays two of the texts that are

included in the present guidance material.

Given that this screening test—for the reasons stated above—

does not include a subtest of letter knowledge, teachers are urged

to map the letter knowledge of the students who score within the

follow-up area on the subtests of Word reading and Spelling. For

this the teachers are provided with a specific letter knowledge test

that is individually administered on paper and maps the students’

knowledge of three dimensions of letter knowledge; letter writing,

letter recognition and letter recall. With this additional information

on the struggling students’ level of letter knowledge, the teacher can

give attention to the students’ application of difficult letters when

reading the texts described above.

5.3 Teachers’ and students’ experiences

Importantly digital tests and systems build to evaluate children

should continuously and thoroughly be evaluated by their users

(Markopoulos and Bekker, 2003; Lehnert et al., 2022). Thus, data

on teachers’ and students’ experiences with the test were collected

through extensive interviews with teachers in three different parts

of the country, as well as self-reported data concerning students’

self-efficacy and interest for different tasks and texts within the test

situation. Additionally, student data was gathered when the test

was piloted, while teacher interviews were gathered both during

pilots and after the first mandatory national deployment of the test.

Researchers were also present in classroom as observers both under

the two pilot stages, as well as during the deployment of the test in

November 2022.

Students generally report that they enjoy working with the

tasks and that they feel competent during the test. A separate and

more specific study is conducted related to the dynamics between

students’ interest, self-efficacy and skill when carrying out sub-tests

within the screening test (see Walgermo et al., in review).

A point for improvement reported by the teachers when it

comes to facilitating the interpretation and use of test scores, relates

to their need for information regarding students who are close

to, but not in, the follow-up area (within the ten lowest percent

above the cut-off). The teachers also report that students’ actual

answers could be made even more easily accessible within the

digital feedback interface. An additional point of improvement
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FIGURE 11

Flow percentages for the MST pilot. Percentages in red are percentages of test takers being routed between modules. Percentages in 1black refer to
the percentage of test takers for a given module.

FIGURE 12

Flow percentages for the MST deployment. Percentages in red are percentages of test takers being routed between modules. Horizontal bars on the
right-hand side indicate percentages of test-takers for each number of correct items.

relates to to the test length and the need for a test as short a possible,

in particular for the lowest performing readers.

6 Discussion

The overall aim of this paper is to document the research-

guided development of a new adaptive multistage screening test

for reading difficulties for young students. To our knowledge, very

few such detailed descriptions are openly available to, e.g., parents,

teachers, policy makers, researchers, and test developers. Tests are

typically still treated as black boxes. Above, we have presented the

rationale of the test, content, choices made and methods applied,

while also giving a picture of what the students actually face when

taking the test. What has not been shared, is the full overview

of the actual items with their psychometric properties. These are

considered test specific information that should not be copied onto

other assessments. Consequently, this choice aligns with central

open science values (Burgelman et al., 2019), stating that scientific

data and methods should be shared “as open as possible, and as

closed as necessary”. In this case, the purpose is to develop a

screening that identifies those students who need extra help and

support in their reading development. With this aim in mind, we

will in the next sections discuss to what extent all means available
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FIGURE 13

The figure shows how the teachers are presented with the scores of the students found to be at risk of Reading Di�culties (RD), and are in need of
extra follow-up in order to develop adequate reading skills. In accordance with the aim of the screening test, no information is given concerning the
performance of students who on the basis of their performance not are found to be at risk of reading di�culties.

has been applied in order “to gear a new test concept to the original

purpose of the test” (Walgermo et al., 2021, p. 8). When evaluating

the functioning and validity of a test its purpose and use must be

the primary point of departure (Kane, 2013, 2015).

6.1 Adaptation model: limitations and
possibilities

As mentioned, the choice of the present multistage (MST)

adaptation model was made by the Directorate for Education

and Training, beyond the influence of the research team. Some

challenges arise from this choice of adaptive model: (A) Test

length. The duration of the test was on average 20 min excluded

instructions, meaning that adaptivity’s potential for reducing test

length seems to be realized by this form of MST. As pointed out

by Walgermo et al. (2021), test length represented a challenge for

the old tests “The test may be particularly taxing on those students

who struggle the most—60 min is a long time to spend working

on something that you do not really feel that you have mastered”

(p. 6). The adaptive solution in the present screening test is routing

the students based on their sum scores within each module. While

this model gives good precision concerning at-risk students, the

same precision could have been achieved by computer adaptive

testing at item level (CAT) (Wainer et al., 2000), with live IRT

estimations based on students’ performance. Such a CAT model

would reduce the number of items required and hence the test time

substantially, at no cost in precision (Van der Linden and Glas,

2000). (B) Uneven test termination time. The adaptive model also

gave an additional challenge compared to the old tests by the fact

that the MST made students finish at different times. When all the

modules are completed the student has completed the test. In the

old tests, students were guided through the material, item by item,

by the human test administrator. The new situation therefore calls

for a pedagogical action in order to make the transfer from the test

over to new tasks for each individual student at different time points

during the test. (C) Limited use of available item qualities. The

present MST model does not exploit all the information available

in every item. First, the MST model itself implies that students

take sequences of items before their performance is estimated.

This might be unfortunate for the target students—the lowest

performing readers—as their test taking effort is vulnerable, and a

more effective skill estimation therefore is beneficial. Second, the

prescribed technical platform was not able to use IRT values for the

items in each module for estimating skill level. As a consequence,

only the number of correct responses was used to route students to

the next module. IRT values were used to create the modules—in

which the items had similar difficulty—but not to routing between

modules.

6.2 Cut-o� and report format: limitations
and possibilities

A cut-off close to 20% corresponds well to teachers’

estimation (Berk, 1976; Livingston, 1995) of how many

students are lagging behind in reading in their classes.

Following the so-called contrasting group method (Berk, 1976)

Walgermo et al. (in preparation) document that teachers with

certainty identify 14,3% of the students to lag behind, and 28%

when asked to add those students whose reading risk status they

consider uncertain. Still, the cut-off faces challenges when it comes

to prediction value. The chosen cut-off is considered sufficient and

convenient for the screening purpose, i.e., to secure that students

receive necessary instructional support, but is not sufficient for

a diagnostic purpose. The cut-off question is also central to the

question of how to construct a comprehensive report format. A

clear cut-off augments the risk of false positives/false negatives, and

unduly boosts the authority of the screening test. An actionable

report format is therefore crucial to the interpretation and use

of the test, i.e., its validity (Kane, 2013). As seen in Figure 12 the

report format of this version of the test faces some black-box

challenges. It lacks the opportunity for the teacher to see items in

the test and how the student scored on individual items. In the

evaluation of the Danish tests, this feature became a stumbling

stone for teachers: they missed the opportunity of seeing the

student’s performance throughout the test. In the current test, a

functional report format is likely to succeed, as the subtests are

understandable, they concern reading words and text, and writing

words, i.e., there are no subtests that provide knowledge unfamiliar

to teachers.

A future development of the current screening of reading

difficulties could include a follow-up area within the test that was
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FIGURE 14

The figure shows two high quality texts developed by acclaimed illustrators and authors specifically for the guidance material. (A) Displaying a
non-fiction test while (B) displays a fiction text. Each text is available to the teachers in three di�culty levels to ensure that meaningful texts with the
right level of complexity will be accessible for every student.

set in order to be sure to include all true positives, accompanied

with an easy manageable procedure for routing false positives out

of the follow-up program.

The threshold for the different sub-test is yearly monitored and

adjusted when needed by the test developers in collaboration with

the Directorate for Education and Training.
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6.3 The use of test results: limitations and
possibilities

The current screening test is mandatory for all Norwegian

students at the onset of 3rd grade. A recurrent issue in the history

of Norwegian screening tests in reading is teachers’ wish for having

a test that goes beyond the purpose of the screening, namely a

test that is normally distributed, providing detailed information on

students at every skill level. Underpinning these teachers’ wishes is

a logic that says that a test that is taken by all students, should also

give information on the same students. Despite this general opinion

of teachers, however, the test is designed to only give information

on the target students, by showing clear ceiling effects for the

non-target group of students. Unfortunately, however, screening

scores have inadvertently been widely misused by teachers to be

interpreted as good information on all students. To counteract

this misuse of the test, the report format of the current test only

gives information on the students that are identified (see Figure 12).

As such, this element of the current test represents a convenient

regulation of misuse, while the fulfilment of the teachers’ wishes

could have been within reach, if the test purpose had been adapted.

7 Concluding remarks

The present paper has shed light upon the process of developing

a new adaptive screening test in reading. Our aim of full

transparency includes sharing with readers what we consider to

be the strengths of the test, as well as its limitations and areas

for improvement—which will inform future test development. In

short, the present adaptive test has several strengths in that it is

grounded in new perspectives on reading and writing development.

Also, the adaptive design is solid and runs well. The most pressing

area for improvement is comparing this MST design to a full

adaptive design (CAT). A full adaptive design may improve the

test when it comes to students’ experience because it could reduce

the test length substantially, while keeping its level of accuracy

in identifying students at risk of reading difficulties. Pertinent

empirical questions in this is the potential for better test taker

experience for struggling readers, plausibly driven by shorter test

time and a better and faster adaptation to the individual students’

skill level.
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